Intelligent Document
Processing (IDP) Solution

Template less setup
Train AURA DCap model
with your document
Business needs to be empowered with tools
that improve workplace efﬁciency and
reduce operational cost. Documents, record
management, and information extraction from
them are one of the pain-points even today for
almost every business function.
This needs an elevation from automated data
capture technology to 'Intelligent' Data Capture
technological enhancement. Intelligent capture
software does not need any templates,
keywords, formal deﬁnitions, taxonomies, or
any indexing to execute data extraction,
information processing and ﬁnal output. It
extracts right set of information, regardless of
size, format, language or even symbol used in
documents of any types.
MOURI Tech's Intelligent data processing (IDP)
solution - AURA DCap, extracts wide range of
data from simple to complex or unstructured
documents. AURA DCap has ability to
continuously auto-learn using its AI algorithms
and speciﬁc business rules. It is compatible with
legacy as well as modern ERP systems. AURA
DCap is modular, conﬁgurable, customizable
and available as public or private cloud solution.

Any format document
Handwritten, PDF,
scanned or other
Scalable
Supports high volume and
fast processing transactions
Multi language support
Works well with European,
Arabic, Japanese & Chinese
languages
Enterprise level monitoring
Error handling and
monitoring analysis
Business process integration
Integration with RPA
workﬂows and ERP
Object detection and
classiﬁcation
Signatures, logo, radio button,
checkbox, tables etc.
Built-in security
Secure to handle documents
from anywhere

Ÿ Invoices

Ÿ HR forms &

Ÿ Purchase orders

applications

Ÿ Shipping documents

Ÿ ID cards & passports

Ÿ Contracts &

Ÿ KYC and Tax

agreements

documents etc.

Ÿ Billing documents

Start today with a

Built on explainable AI
Transparent to your
system processes
Auto learning with intuitive UI
State-of-the-art UI helps simple
ways to train, modulate & analyse
performance

Free One Week POC

Save time and money by eliminating data entry and
manual steps by 95% in your document
data extraction processes across the business.

Reduced operational overheads
Move resources to
higher-value tasks

Improved operational efﬁciency
Automated processes with
accuracy and speed

Simpliﬁed processing
Embed to RPA/ ERP workﬂows

Resource optimization
Achieve >95% data capture
accuracy

Incremental ROI
Auto-learn system
resulting higher returns

Reliable
Processing over 5 million
pages per month

Create real value in your business processes
by automating extraction

Established in year 2005, MOURI Tech has evolved as a trusted global
enterprise technology solution provider for its customers from various
industries across the globe; helping them transforming to an intelligent
enterprise.
MOURI Tech has ofﬁces across ﬁve continents, headquartered in Dallas,
Texas USA. With employee strength globally, MOURI Tech is equipped to
serve customers 24x7. MOURI Tech has wide range of Enterprise IT Products,
Solutions & Services to fulﬁl digital needs of the businesses of today and
tomorrow.

Aurasuite.ai is an enterprise AI
solution, offering several readyto-use solutions to help
businesses leverage valuable
insights from their data for
innovation and growth.

www.aurasuite.ai
info@aurasuite.ai
+1-469-412-2716

www.mouritech.com/contact-us
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